Remote Work Strikes Back

What can we control?
- Attitude
- Who we engage with
- How we engage

How can we invigorate working virtually?

Games are part of the solution

Results > Hours
Lead by example

Take a break

People don’t care what you know until they know you care

...and you need to be cared for too

What else?

Ice Breakers
Engage an Artist

Dress-up Day
Celebrate the small stuff

Book Club
Share Photos

Bingo

Learn
Get people talking
Help people feel
Foster connection

Habituation kills

Connection matters

94% of people want to work at least one day a week in the office

Dealing with lack of purpose?
- Breath
- Reflection
- Meditation
- Art

Boosting morale starts with recognizing your people

Break up workday
Balance responsibilities
Keep energy up
Inject fun
Appreciation